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1. Programme Identification Details  
 

GTF Number CN 77 

Short Title of Programme A National Conversation 
 

Name of Lead Institution BBC Media Action 
 

Start date1   October 2008 
 

End date September 2013 

Brief Summary of Programme:  „A National Conversation‟ is designed 
to improve the media‟s ability to 
empower audiences to hold those in 
authority to account, give voice to 
diverse sectors of society, facilitate 
participatory policy-making, and provide 
an interface between citizens and 
government. 
 
It is structured around four core 
strategies: research, media 
development, co-production with 
partner broadcasters, and participatory 
outreach. 
 
The project applies and tests a 
coherent methodological approach for 
harnessing media to enhance 
governance and transparency at 
different points along a continuum by 
focusing on three countries: Angola 
(conflict – transitional), Sierra Leone 
(transitional – stable), Tanzania 
(stable).  In collaboration with other 
actors, the project intends to contribute 
to moving each country further along 
the governance continuum towards 
stability. 

List all countries where 
activities have taken place in the 
past (i.e. where activities are not 
currently taking place) 

 

                                                           
1
 Date your grant agreement was signed. 
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List all countries where 
activities are currently taking 
place 

Angola, Sierra Leone, Tanzania 

List all countries where 
activities are planned for the 
future (but where there are no 
activities currently) 

 

Target groups and wider  
beneficiaries 

Project beneficiaries will be:  

 General audiences through 
extensive opportunities to 
participate, discuss, be informed 
and share their views with media, 
government officials and wider 
civil society. 

 Partner broadcasters through 
training/mentoring and hands-on 
experience in co-productions, all 
aimed at their long-term 
sustainability as producers as 
public service output. 

 Development policy-makers and 
practitioners in Africa and 
worldwide who will benefit from 
the strategies developed for 
harnessing media to enhance 
governance and transparency. 
 

 

2. List of acronyms 
 

RE  Radio Ecclesia 

FMJIG Forum of Women Journalists for Gender Equality 

SLAJ  Sierre Leone Association of Journalists 

WIMSAL Women in the Media in Sierra Leone 

IRN  Independent Radio Network 

DFID  Department for International Development 

EIDHR European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights 

EC  European Community 

M and E Monitoring and Evaluation 

HR  Human Resources 

R&L  Research and Learning 
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PSB  Public Service Broadcasting 

FOI  Freedom of Information 

CBO  Community Based Organisation 

NGO  Non-Government Organisation 

IMC  Independent Media Commission 

TBC  Tanzanian Broadcasting Corporation 

FM  Frequency Modulation   

3. Executive Summary 

This past year has been a year of consolidation of successful media development 
approaches in Sierra Leone and Angola, and a new and exciting media strategy and 
approach in Tanzania. All three countries have produced solid results, particularly in 
media development and production, as evidenced by the findings of the midline 
audience survey. While improvements in government responsiveness and 
accountability have inevitably been a challenge, the improved provision of accurate 
information on governance issues and interactivity in project programming has led to 
advances towards transparency and participation, which will provide a solid 
foundation for improvements in accountability to take hold.   

In Angola, despite tough operating circumstances and increased government 
scrutiny on the media in the lead-up to the elections, Radio Ecclesia‟s flagship 
programme 100 Duvidas continues to achieve high levels of audience engagement. 
The need for improved dialogue between the governed and those in power is more 
urgent than ever, with an increased polarisation both in terms of income inequality 
and marginalisation, particularly in the provinces. 100 Duvidas has consolidated its 
position as the programme that raises the issues of marginalised and 
disenfranchised Angolans and brings them to the attention of officials, sometimes 
with surprisingly positive results. 

This year also saw the project in Angola supporting the development and production 
of a governance-themed radio drama produced by the Forum of Women Journalists 
(FMJIG) and broadcast by Radio Ecclesia. Estrada da Vida (“Streets of Life”) tackles 
sensitive issues such as violence against women and corruption in an entertaining 
and non-threatening manner, raising key problems and challenges faced by 
Angolans. The unique realistic feel of the drama is explained by the FMJIG Editor: 
“That makes it impartial. If there are bad things, the drama will reflect that, if there 
are good things, the drama will show that too. The drama will be about giving good 
information.” The drama has also been complemented by several „companion‟ 
programmes, featuring debates, packages and phone-in segments relating to key 
topics raised by the drama. Listener participation and discussion on the companion 
programmes has fed into storyline development for future episodes of the drama. 
This feedback loop has been a valuable tool for the Estrada da Vida team. 

In Sierra Leone, six more IRN radio stations have received an intensive six month 
programme of in-house mentoring, focusing on journalism skills and technical 
production and management and financial sustainability. Mentors and partner station 
staff have reported positive impact. The Station Manager at Radio Kolenten 
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expressed his gratitude: “Big respect to Alpha [BBC Media Action mentor] for his 
patience and understanding with staff and some community members that are 
difficult to accept current realities. He knows his role and we are quite happy for 
him.” 

With an established audience and production improvements, Fo Rod continues to 
serve as an effective training vehicle for local radio stations partners. Local versions 
of Fo Rod created by partner stations in Year 4 have also been well received by their 
communities, with an increased volume of community interaction through calls and 
text messages. The introduction last year of basic explanatory information to the Fo 
Rod audience as a prelude to well-moderated discussion and analysis of an issue 
has paid off well for the Fo Rod team, as the midline survey reveals 84% of Fo Rod 
listeners reported increased knowledge of governance issues as a result of listening 
to the programme. The Cotton Tree News satellite link through which Fo Rod 
broadcasts nationally is still functioning less effectively, but is expected to be 
resolved in the next year. In the meantime the project‟s broadcast partnership with 
Radio Maria appears to have prevented a loss of audience reach, with Fo Rod 
reaching over 760,000 in this past year. 

Year 4 has also seen the continuation of capacity building of CBOs to conduct 
audience feedback panels. CBOs have been able to deliver high quality research 
data and have helped the project reach audiences in remote parts of the country 
through local language facilitators that know their communities well. In Year 4 this 
work by CBOs has also been extended to include outreach to media dark 
communities.  

While Sierra Leone has focused on consolidating activities and approaches, Year 4 
in Tanzania has seen a change of strategic direction after the end of the relationship 
with TBC in March 2011, resulting in a large amount of planning and development 
activity, including recruiting staff and creating new relationships. The project has 
joined forces with the BBC Swahili Service and community radio stations across 
Tanzania to produce a weekly programme that facilitates dialogue between 
Tanzanians and their leaders. This programme, Haba na Haba (“Little by Little”) 
features contributions from reporters at community radio stations across Tanzania, 
from ordinary people telling their day to day stories, and from the local and national 
government who serve them. 

Haba na Haba aims to be a candid, honest and personal portrayal of people‟s real 
lives and experiences as they confront daily issues. The 30-minute programme gives 
local people the chance to ask questions about how their country is being governed.  
Along with raising issues such as water and food scarcity, unemployment and 
poverty, roads, electricity, corruption, education and health, the programme  also 
highlights progress being made, and covers success stories on improved 
government services from around the country. The regional contributions for Haba 
na Haba are provided by six community-based radio stations spread across 
Tanzania: in Nuru, Karagwe, Pangani, Songea, Manyara, and Zanzibar. These six 
stations have been receiving an intensive package of short-term training and long-
term mentoring – adapted from the Sierra Leone model – to produce high quality 
content for Haba na Haba, as well as their own local governance programmes.  
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Year 5 is expected to be an eventful one for all countries, particularly Angola and 
Sierra Leone where elections will take place in August and November respectively. 
Both Sierra Leone and Angola have secured additional funds (from DFID and the 
EC) for an expansion of governance and/or elections-related activity. For Angola, 
this includes elections reporting training for provincial reporters and the 
establishment of an online journalism website for the Union of Angolan Journalists. 
For Sierra Leone, additional funds will enable the team to develop a new nationally 
broadcast political debate programme, Tok Bot Salone, complimented by elections 
reporting training for local media partners, the Sierra Leone Union of Journalists 
(SLAJ), Women in the Media in Sierra Leone (WIMSAL), and the Independent Radio 
Network (IRN). 

4. Programme management 

A number of personnel changes within research and programme management took 
place during the reporting period. These changes have had no major impact on the 
day-to-day operations, financial management or M and E functions of the project. 
There was a two-month gap between the change of Country Director in Tanzania, 
however this was adequately filled during the interim period by the Sierra Leone-
based governance programme manager. 

In terms of wider programme changes, in November 2011 BBC Media Action 
received a five-year Global Grant from DFID (Accountable Grant 202629). The 
Global Grant is designed to provide strategic funding to BBC Media Action to scale 
up its delivery of results and impact on key development outcomes prioritised by 
DFID, whilst being flexible and responsive to changing country contexts and 
opportunities. The grant is intended to increase DFID support for programme activity 
whilst simultaneously reducing transaction and administrative costs for both DFID 
and BBC Media Action. 

The grant incorporates existing direct DFID project support to BBC Media Action.  As 
such this project will be administered as part of the Global Grant from 1 April 2012. 
In order to maintain continuity and learning, we will continue to adhere to the GTF 
narrative reporting requirements, including Project Completion Report and 
Evaluation Report due by December 2013. However, from 1st April 2012, this project 
will need to follow the same financial reporting requirements of the Global Grant, 
therefore future financial reporting will be against the Global Grant financial budget 
template. This was communicated to KPMG on 21st March 2012.  

Additional funding from the Global Grant will enable activities in Tanzania and Sierra 
Leone to be scaled up in Year 5 of the GTF project, which will be reported on further 
in the next annual report. 

5. Working with implementing partners 

A series of new partnerships in Tanzania have been developed during this reporting 
period, as part of the project‟s new strategy towards its development of a national 
conversation on governance issues. The project has partnered with six local radio 
stations spread across the country. These stations were selected after a thorough 
assessment of the media landscape across 23 regions of Tanzania and a rigorous 
selection process looking at radio stations‟ geographical location and reach, station 
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management arrangements, editorial stance, technical and editorial capacity, and 
commitment to improved governance programming. 

Since the partnerships began in September 2011, these six stations have received 
intensive capacity building support in the form of on-the-job mentoring by local BBC 
Media Action mentors, supported by short-term training workshops conducted by 
BBC international trainers. Training and mentoring has covered technical production 
training and newsgathering, writing and editorial planning and judgement, as well as 
management and board training. The project in Tanzania has adopted the Sierra 
Leone GTF project mentoring model, whereby mentors work with partner stations to 
either develop their own governance programme or improve an existing one. In 
addition, stations make weekly contributions in the form of interviews and packages 
to the newly created nationally broadcast programme on BBC Swahili, Haba na 
Haba. A small amount of funds have been given to the six partners to cover transport 
and fuel costs, and stations have received broadcast equipment as part of the 
capacity building process. A partnership agreement setting out the terms of the 
relationship has been signed by all parties.  

The project in Tanzania has also been developing its relationship with the BBC 
Swahili Service. While the two parties have enjoyed an informal relationship since 
Media Action started working in Tanzania, the co-production of Haba na Haba 
represents the first instance of formalised collaboration between the two parties. A 
production agreement sets out the role of each party in producing the programme 
and the various broadcast arrangements and re-broadcast partnerships secured by 
BBC Media Action. A transfer of a small amount of funds to BBC Swahili has taken 
place to recognise the time BBC Swahili staff have spent supporting production of 
the programme. Plans are also underway for BBC Swahili in Tanzania to be co-
located with BBC Media Action. This move is the result of an intention on both sides 
to collaborate at a more strategic level in the future. In the short-term, the project is 
expected to benefit in Year 5 from a production team located in the same office, and 
cost-sharing measures, such as sharing administrative resources, HR systems and 
office running costs. 

In Sierra Leone, new partnerships with two organisations have been made possible 
by leveraging GTF funds to secure additional funding from EIDHR. Journalists for 
Human Rights (JHR) are currently complementing the project‟s mentoring of partner 
stations by delivering a series of training workshops on human rights reporting to 
these stations. In addition, JHR are managing a fellowship programme jointly created 
by BBC Media Action and JHR and aimed at offering training and programme 
making support to 12 journalists in making radio and print content for broadcast and 
publication in Sierra Leone. While the financial transactions of this partnership have 
no bearing on GTF funds, the impact on the capacity of this project‟s partner stations 
has been very positive. 

With the same additional funding from EIDHR the team in Sierra Leone has also 
started a capacity building partnership with Women in the Media in Sierra Leone 
(WIMSAL). WIMSAL is a network of 50 journalists around the country. Although they 
operate under the umbrella of SLAJ, they have an independent executive and are 
affiliated to various women‟s groups around Sierra Leone. They have a clearly 
defined vision and identify some of their main training needs as management training 
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for their executive body, leadership and equal rights training for members around the 
country, training  in programme making and elections coverage. WIMSAL‟s goals 
and objectives chime with those of this project: to raise awareness on women‟s 
representation, support freedom of information and disability rights. In the past year 
WIMSAL members have participated in BBC Media Action training and symposia on 
election reporting, and will be attending further elections reporting training in the lead 
up to the November 2012 elections.  

In Angola, the partnership with Radio Ecclesia has continued despite increased 
political pressure from the government on Radio Ecclesia to disengage with BBC 
Media Action in the lead up to the 2012 elections. Within the reporting year Radio 
Ecclesia has had three different Directors. The effect of this has been that relations, 
plans and agreements have had to be re-negotiated and re-established with each 
new Director. As a result capacity building plans have been interrupted and 
sometimes changed according to the particular preferences of the person. 
Nonetheless the project continues to provide financial support to Radio Ecclesia to 
produce 100 Duvidas, and plays a key role in providing editorial guidance in weekly 
planning meetings for the programme. The 3 Radio Ecclesia reporting teams which 
were established and supported in three provinces continue to produce a weekly 
magazine programme with news and current affairs.  

In addition, the team in Angola has been strengthening its partnership with the 
Forum of Women Journalists (FMJIG) through production of the governance and 
gender empowerment drama Estrada da Vida. FMJIG is a forum for women 
journalists from both private and state media who have in recent years successfully 
tackled difficult issues concerning gender equality and rights culminating with a 
nationwide campaign against gender violence. Through additional funding from the 
EC, FMJIG have been supported by an experienced international drama producer, 
writer, and trainer and a BBC audio engineer and technical trainer, who have both 
provided intensive training and development of the FMJIG production team. FMJIG 
has received EC funds to pay staff salaries and has also received an equipment 
upgrade. 

6. Risk Assessment 

The risk assessment is presented country by country to recognise the vastly different 
contextual factors. 

Risk Potential impact Probability Mitigation measures 

External    

Opposition to 
evolution of free 
media by political 
actors (particularly 
during elections) – 
Sierra Leone 

Increased media 
restrictions during 
the 2012 elections 
using the 1965 
Public Order Act. 
 

Low: The Freedom 
of Information Bill is 
unlikely to be 
passed until after 
the elections, but 
there is 
independent 
monitoring by civil 

Sierra Leone 
elections strategy will 
include training for 
journalists on 
resisting political 
interference and 
operating in political 
strongholds. 
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society under the 
National Elections 
Watch (NEW) and 
by the Independent 
Media Commission 
(IMC). 

Freedom of 
information continues 
to be discussed as a 
key governance 
issue in Media Action 
programming and will 
form part of a focus 
on transparency after 
the election. 

Opposition to 
evolution of free 
media by political 
actors – Tanzania 

Harassment by 
government 
officials to the 
Swahili Service, 
Media Action and 
local radio partners 
is an ongoing issue 
which can hamper 
production and 
lead to a frequent 
changeover of 
partners. 

High: low level 
harassment is an 
ongoing concern, 
recent examples 
are threats made to 
the Swahili Service 
on certain 
investigations, the 
investigation of 
Media Action 
training in 
Morogoro, and the 
likely “planting” of 
two candidates 
during the Senior 
Producer 
recruitment.  

A risk, monitoring 
and mitigation 
strategy is currently 
being rolled out by 
the Tanzania office, 
focussed on how to 
monitor, recognise 
and respond to risk at 
different levels and to 
both the BBC and 
radio partners. 

Opposition to free 
media by political 
actors (particularly 
during elections) – 
Angola 

If Radio Ecclesia, 
the only 
independent 
broadcaster in 
Angola, is put 
under enough 
government 
pressure due to the 
2012 general 
elections, the 
project risks losing 
its primary 
broadcasting 
partner. The 
continued 
broadcast of both 
100 Duvidas and 
the radio drama 
would be in 
jeopardy, and 
compromise 

High: Due to the 
2012 general 
elections, there is 
an increased threat 
to free media. 
Recent government 
interventions 
demonstrate that 
free media is being 
targeted and 
actively opposed.  

BBC Media Action 
continues to adopt a 
very cautious 
approach through 
engagement and 
dialogue with local 
and national 
authorities. In the 
capacity-building and 
mentoring work with 
partners a similar 
cautious approach is 
utilised to avoid 
placing the reporters 
at risk. BBC Media 
Action expects 
partners to pull back 
from potentially 
sensitive 
programming and 
exert a certain level 
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project 
implementation.  

of self-censorship in 
view of the increased 
threat. BBC Media 
Action will have to 
continuously monitor 
the situation and be 
flexible in terms of 
partner choice.  

Sudden economic 
or social instability 
undermines good 
governance – 
Sierra Leone 

The currency 
plummets / inflation 
rises prior to the 
elections leading to 
social instability.  
Youth 
unemployment 
figures shoot up 
further.  

Medium: Poor 
management of 
resources by the 
government is 
creating 
uncertainty, while 
external investment 
is being lauded by 
the government as 
creating jobs.  

Economic issues are 
debated with 
government 
representatives and 
civil society via the 
national governance 
programme Fo Rod. 

Sudden political 
instability 
undermines good 
governance 
(particularly during 
elections) – Sierra 
Leone 

Election violence 
breaks out during 
the campaign and 
voting period, 
hindering the 
efforts of journalists 
to effectively cover 
the elections. 

Medium: Violence 
is expected but it is 
likely to be in 
isolated areas, not 
widespread across 
the country. 

Production staff and 
mentors will be 
trained on the risks 
and hazards of 
covering elections 
and how to avoid 
them. 

Sudden political, 
economic or social 
instability 
undermines good 
governance - 
Tanzania 

A more complex 
and difficult project 
delivery 
environment. 

Low: While there 
appears to be a 
trend towards 
greater frustration 
with the 
government and 
ruling party, 
Tanzania remains 
one of the most 
stable states in 
Africa. 

The new strategy 
distances us from 
TBC and therefore 
adds a level of 
protection from a shift 
to poorer 
governance. During 
instability, work with 
community radio 
would provide an 
opportunity to reach 
key affected 
audiences.  

Sudden political, 
economic or social 
instability 
undermines good 
governance - 
Angola 

Partner stations 
are further 
compromised and 
and the number of 
viable and credible 
partners is further 
decreased.  

Medium: Despite 
the tight 
government control 
on all aspects of 
society, 2011-2012 
have seen sporadic 
but increasingly 
vocal anti-

In a limited way, the 
project programming 
(the radio drama and 
100 Duvidas) and 
journalist training 
does provide a vent 
for issues to be 
raised and 
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government 
demonstrations. 
Although unlikely, 
the 2012 general 
elections could 
spark wider protest.  

discussed, and helps 
guarantee a more 
balanced and fair 
coverage of issues.  

Lack of 
internalisation of 
key laws to protect 
marginalised group 
negatively impacts 
good governance – 
Sierra Leone  

Further 
marginalisation of 
disadvantaged 
sections such as 
women, children 
and the disabled.  

Medium: 
Implementation of 
protective 
legislation has 
been weak.  

BBC Media Action 
highlights these 
issues in the national 
and regional media 
through training and 
programming.  

Key stakeholders 
in government, civil 
society and media 
move jobs – Sierra 
Leone 

Key legislation and 
reforms are 
delayed. Drop in 
support to Media 
Action governance 
programming. 

Low Relationships with 
key ministries and 
civil society not 
dependant on 
individuals. Increased 
funding from DFID 
through the „Global 
Grant‟ will enable 
BBC Media Action to 
strengthen its 
relationships with 
ministries and civil 
society.   

Key stakeholders 
in government, civil 
society and media 
move jobs – 
Angola 

Drop in support to 
BBC Media Action 
governance 
programming as a 
result of a 
decrease in quality. 

Medium  This continues to be 
a problem. Staff 
turnover is a constant 
challenge. RE staff 
are often poached, 
which does have a 
negative influence on 
the quality and 
continuity of the 100 
Duvidas programme. 
The drama 
production unit from 
the Forum of Women 
Journalists faces a 
similar challenge. 
There is a medium 
probability that staff 
(both in RE and in 
the Forum of 
Women‟s Journalists) 
will continue to move 
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jobs, which will have 
a negative impact on 
the project. However, 
the project will 
continue to focus on 
capacity-building at 
organisational and 
systems level to limit 
the impact of 
personnel changes.  

Media 
programming has 
limited impact on 
audience 
behaviour – all 
countries 

Due to poor 
distribution or lack 
of interest large 
parts of the country 
are not included in 
the national 
conversation. 

Low Regular audience 
feedback generated 
and communicated to 
programme teams to 
ensure that 
programming is 
relevant and 
engaging.  

New Tanzania 
project strategy 
does not achieve 
its aims and 
objectives 

Opportunities for 
Tanzanian 
audiences of 
community radio 
stations to 
understand 
governance issues 
and check 
government 
decisions are not 
created, leading to 
minimal impact in 
Tanzania  

Low The strategy has 
been developed in 
consultation with a 
range of partners and 
has been developed 
on the basis of 
intensive research 
and learning from 
Tanzania and other 
GTF partner 
countries. All inputs 
and outputs will be 
continuously tested 
and adjusted to 
ensure maximum 
possible impact on 
audiences and 
practitioners. 

Internal    

Key staff leave 
office – all 
countries 

Delays to project 
implementation. 

High: Retention of 
staff – particularly 
research and 
finance staff who 
receive significant 
technical oversight 
and training – is an 
issue for all 
countries. This may 
also be a particular 

Media Action 
maintains current 
high standards of 
working conditions, 
monitor contracts and 
ensure appraisals are 
up-to-date, plan 
effectively for 
transitions. However 
there is a continued 
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problem for Angola 
as the project is 
due to finish earlier 
than in the other 
two countries. 

probability of staff 
moving jobs. 

Changes in internal 
management 

Delays and 
inconsistencies in 
project 
implementation. 

Medium Comprehensive 
handover 
arrangements are 
made to sustain 
quality.  

 

7. M and E Arrangements 

Staffing and quality issues reported on in the Year 3 annual report have improved 
significantly over the past reporting year. The change in reporting lines of local 
researchers from mid-2011 has gone a long way to ensuring effective 
communication between London and country projects and has provided much 
needed clarity as to the responsibility for quality and delivery of research output. 

While there have been a number of research staff changes both in country teams 
and in London, measures have been taken to minimise the negative effect of this on 
project implementation. In London, rigorous staff planning and handover procedures 
were in place to ensure a smooth transition of the London Research Manager and 
Research Officer. Recruitment of new local researchers in all three countries took 
place with substantial input from London R&L staff, from defining the job scope to 
shortlisting and participating on the interview panel. Increased efforts have also been 
made by London R&L to share knowledge with and build the capacity of in-country 
researchers. R&L workshops were held in London for all London and country 
researchers in September 2011 and again in March 2012. These workshops have 
covered all aspects of qualitative and quantitative research that BBC Media Action 
employs, as well as research management. 

In addition, to take advantage of all in-country researchers being in London, the 
workshop in September was followed by four days of training exclusively for the GTF 
country researchers. This mini workshop started with a full day to review the 
changes to the project logframe and adapt country research workplans and 
accordingly. Discussion guides for focus groups and in-depth interviews were also 
reviewed to ensure they adequately captured the details needed to measure the 
revised logframe indicators. The proceeding three days focused on preparations for 
the midline survey, including questionnaire design and the challenges of avoiding 
differing interpretations of the survey questions in the respective local contexts. 
Given the complexity of some of the concepts that need to be measured in this 
project, such as “participation”, “accountability” and “transparency” the decision was 
taken to run mini pilots of the draft questionnaires in each country in the first week of 
October to understand how people describe these concepts using their own 
language. Detailed discussions were held on what should be included in the quality 
control process of quantitative survey work. A full plan for quality control was 
developed, from the commissioning to the data processing stage. This document has 
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been turned into an internal R&L learning document that can be used as a reference 
tool and checklist for future survey work. 

Nonetheless, research capacity in country remains an issue for this project, 
particularly in Angola. As previously communicated to KPMG, in Angola and Sierra 
Leone there are few, if any, institutions offering comprehensive research and 
methodology training and there are limited commercial market research 
opportunities. In Angola, this problem is coupled with the extremely high cost of living 
and huge salary packages offered by the oil, mining and government sectors, which 
are impossible to compete with. Recruitment for a Research Officer in Angola in late 
2011 was a protracted and onerous process due to the difficulty in attracting quality 
candidates, largely because the salary expectations of these candidates far exceed 
what this project is able to offer. Furthermore, induction and training for the new 
Research Officer has so far been limited due visa application rejections preventing 
the researcher from attending R&L workshops in London and in Ethiopia this year. 
Plans have thus been put in place for the Research Officer and Research Manager 
to visit Angola in the second half of 2012. 

As planned, in Year 4 the project received a relatively higher level of technical 
research support due to the midline quantitative audience survey taking place 
between August 2011 and March 2012. Design of the midline survey questionnaire 
and commissioning was undertaken in August and September 2011 and was led by 
London. Fieldwork was monitored by the country research teams. To ensure enough 
capacity for the monitoring of the data collection process and the training of the 
agencies, a freelancer was hired to support the process in Tanzania. Oversight of 
fieldwork in Angola and Sierra Leone was given by the London Research Officer, 
who made trips to both these countries in November 2011.  

While data was delivered on time by the agencies, some further data cleaning had to 
be undertaken to get the datasets from Sierra Leone and Tanzania ready for 
analysis. In these two countries we had chosen to work with small independent 
suppliers that have limited data entry capacity, which increases the rate of human 
error. Apart from this there were no major quality issues after the fieldwork was 
concluded and all issues that emerged during fieldwork were resolved before the 
data collection phase was concluded. Analysis of the data was carried out by the 
Research Officer and Research Manager in London, and findings were presented 
internally alongside qualitative results captured throughout the reporting period. The 
midline research report is attached as Annex A10. 

R&L‟s workplan for the coming year are attached as Annex A6. 

8. Logframe Changes 

The original logframe for A National Conversation provided an overview of the 
multiple different entry scenarios and levels of operation that one might consider 
when trying to develop public service broadcasting, as well as a wishlist of the 
various factors which together would provide the ideal environment for public service 
broadcasting. Once the project had conducted detailed contextual analysis in each of 
the three countries and project resources had been established, it was clear the 
logframe was no longer a reflection of the outcomes that the project was working 
towards. 
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In early 2011 the UK-based programme team engaged Triple Line in its logframe 
revision. Significant improvements were made on the coherency and clarity of the 
logframe. Sixteen Outputs across the four levels of intervention (populations, 
practitioners, organisations, and systems) were narrowed down to five Outputs. More 
importantly, as reported in the previous report, the systems level Outputs were 
removed from the logframe: “more enabling environment created for legal and policy 
changes necessary to establish PSBs in Sierra Leone and Tanzania.” This was 
recognition that the project was not working to influence legal and policy changes in 
any of the three countries, and a “more enabling environment” would be impossible 
to measure with the project resources available. Moreover, legal and policy changes 
that support public service broadcasting will not necessarily guarantee that it 
flourishes in practice. 

In September 2011, in response to feedback from KPMG on the Year 3 annual 
report and a subsequent internal review, the logframe was revised again by the UK-
based programme management team in collaboration with R&L and country teams. 
The logframe submitted to KPMG in September 2011 is the most up-to-date version 
(attached as Annex A2). 

While the Goal (now „Impact‟) and the Purpose (now „Outcome‟) remain more-or-less 
the same as the wording in the original logframe, there are now only 4 Outputs: 

1. Increased technical and editorial capacity of project media partners to 
produce governance programming 

2. Improved provision of information on governance issues to audiences through 
project media partners [TRANSPARENCY] 

3. Improved dialogue between government and audiences through the project 
programming [ACCOUNTABILITY] 

4. Increased opportunity for audiences to participate through discussion 
platforms and feedback mechanisms [PARTICIPATION] 

The most significant overall change made to the current logframe was the re-wording 
of the indicators to narrow the scope of measurement to project media partners, 
rather than the media as a whole across these three countries. This decision had as 
much to do with the fact that the original scope was impossible to measure with the 
resources available, as the fact that the project was no longer working at a national 
scale with public service broadcasters in any of these countries. 

As mentioned in the Year 3 annual report, it is important to note that there is no 
overarching theoretical framework from which to draw when delivering this work. 
There are no standard indicators; studies on the role of media for political 
accountability use vastly different definitions and measurements of accountability 
and interpret results inconsistently. As an organisation we have been continually 
learning about the relationship between the media and individual and collective level 
accountability drivers and government responsiveness. A National Conversation has 
been at the forefront of this organisational learning up to this point and will provide a 
solid base from which to develop a governance theory of change for the new DFID-
funded Global Grant. 
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9. Emerging Impact on governance and transparency 

Detailed results on the impact of project programming is provided in the Year 4 
Research Report, attached as Annex A10. This report outlines progress against the 
logframe indicators through analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data. Key 
findings are outlined below. 

Audience reach: 

In Sierra Leone the national Fo Rod programme is reaching 37% of the adult 
population in areas where the programme is broadcast (764,023 listeners). This is a 
much higher figure than expected and is impressive when considering the adult 
population (those 15+ years of age) of Sierra Leone is estimated at 3.3 million. 

In Angola the project programming (100 Duvidas and Estrada da Vida) is reaching 
13% of the adult population in Luanda (315,147 listeners). While this is considerably 
less than in Sierra Leone, it is important to view this within the Angolan media 
context. The project partner, Radio Ecclesia, does not have the ability to broadcast 
outside the capital, Luanda. Luanda is a saturated market with 4 commercial radio 
stations, 3 national radio, state and satellite TV, and a commercial Brazilian owned 
TV station. 

In Tanzania at the time the quantitative survey was being conducted, Haba na Haba 
was not yet on air, therefore the reach figure of 9% (261,554 listeners) refers to the 
percentage of the adult population that the six partner stations reach in the areas 
where they broadcast. This is a baseline figure and although already high, is 
expected to increase significantly in Year 5 through the BBC Swahili Service and its 
main broadcasting partner RFA. 

Provision of accurate information on governance issues, contributing to 
transparency: 

The Fo Rod programme in Sierra Leone has performed particularly well in 
broadcasting a large and diverse range of topics (see section 10 „Cross-cutting 
issues‟). In addition, in Year 3, the programme introduced a slot that presented clear 
and concise factual information on the issue being discussed, before discussion 
between studio guests followed. This appears to have paid off very well for the Fo 
Rod team, as 84% of regular listeners have reported increased knowledge of key 
governance issues as a result of listening to Fo Rod. One episode of Fo Rod on the 
Freedom of Information (FOI) bill brought together representatives from the Ministry 
of Information, major political parties and civil society to discuss the issue. Using 
interviews from the provinces Fo Rod demonstrated how ordinary citizens can 
benefit from the Act and why they should advocate for it. The Executive Director of 
Society for Democratic Initiatives said: “Fo Rod as an independent mouth piece has 
been very instrumental in propagating the concept of the FOI bill. Its role in bringing 
interviews from ordinary citizens and leaders has helped to clear the huge doubt that 
the FOI is a tool only to be used by journalists.” 

Provision of a platform for discussion that increases participation by citizens and 
their leaders: 
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In Angola, 100 Duvidas continues to exceed expectations in relation to audience 
participation. Each programme receives between 40 and 70 SMS messages from 
the audience. The messages are usually complaints about a particular issue, and 
sometimes they include pleas to the programme to intervene in their community. 
This is a testament to the confidence the audience has in the ability of the 
programme to raise issues relevant to citizens and to engage local authorities on 
these issues. In addition, 87% of regular listeners in Angola have reported that they 
discussed an issue they heard in 100 Duvidas with friends and/or family. Thus it 
appears that the programme has succeeded in creating a public sphere whereby key 
issues and concerns that are discussed in the programme generate wider debate in 
the communities. The number of regular listener SMS messages raising concerns 
and explicit pleas for the 100 Duvidas reporters to intervene shows that the 
programme generates citizen participation, and that listeners trust the programme 
ability to engage and demand responses from the authorities. 

Fo Rod has also improved its performance in providing a platform for discussion. In 
Year 4, 96% of Fo Rod listeners believe that the programme is a useful tool for 
citizens to air their concerns about how the country is run. This is backed up by 
observations of those engaged in the project in Sierra Leone, including station 
managers, producers, mentors and local journalists, the majority of whom believe 
that both the national and local versions of Fo Rod facilitate a dialogue between 
people and decision makers. 

Provision of a platform that increases responsiveness and accountability of leaders: 

BBC Media Action has defined „holding government to account‟ through the media 
as: „pushing the government to provide information regarding their decisions and 
actions‟, or more broadly: „making the government respond to the needs of ordinary 
citizens‟. The ability of the project programming to hold government to account is the 
area of least progress thus far. This does not come as a surprise as we believe that 
increased transparency and participation will, for the most part, be in place before 
accountability can take hold. In other words, increased access to transparent 
information and increased participation in the political process will create an increase 
in demand among citizens for accountability.  

Currently, it could be argued that the programme in Sierra Leone is best placed hold 
government to account. This is because, although the scale of listener participation 
is considerably less than Angola‟s 100 Duvidas (at an average of 5 SMS messages 
per programme), Fo Rod has succeeded in creating a direct line of communication 
between citizens and leaders, by enabling listeners to ask questions to local officials 
on the programme. In Year 4 an average of 16 questions per programme were 
posed from listeners to officials. The key to this direct questioning of officials is the 
ability of the programme to secure a government official relevant to the programme 
topic as a studio guest for almost every episode of Fo Rod – a unique achievement. 
This achievement is the first step in a two-step process: the first being the increase 
in live government responses in programming; and the second being the 
improvement in the quality and transparency of these responses.  

Fo Rod, however, has also had its own setbacks in achieving this first step of 
securing live responses from officials. In the past year the programme produced a 
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series of programmes on the newly enacted Disability Act in order for people to 
understand how it would be applied in practice. One of the most heated episodes of 
Fo Rod focused on employment for the disabled in which it became clear that the 
Ministry of Social Welfare itself did not employ any disabled people. Since this 
programme the team have noticed a lack of enthusiasm for Ministry officials about 
coming on the programme as live studio guests. It is still possible to pre-record 
interviews at their offices but convincing them to speak live has been a struggle. 
Programme producers of Fo Rod believe this is because they embarrassed 
themselves on the issue of employment for disabled persons in government 
positions. “It is an indication that our programme has ruffled their feathers,” a Fo Rod 
producer said. 

Equally, in Tanzania, where BBC Media Acton‟s partnerships with local partner 
stations are relatively new, government responsiveness to the partner governance 
programmes has generally been poor and in some cases non-existent. The Station 
Manager at Jogoo FM in Songea summarised it well when he said “In our area 
leaders fear being criticised and that‟s how they look at the radio. They think we are 
trying to embarrass them yet we are trying to create development here so in most 
cases they shy away from such debates.” 

This project does have a number of concrete examples of accountability taking place 
at the local level, with or without the existence of a high degree of participation or 
transparency, including in Angola which is the least further along the governance 
continuum (see Annex A9). In Angola, despite the lack of direct interaction between 
listeners and government, the programme acts as a mediator bringing the concerns 
from the listeners to the authorities and in return getting responses and sometimes 
solutions from the government. As such 100 Duvidas provides a public platform for 
„making the government respond to the needs of ordinary citizens‟ even though the 
engagement is not direct. The Angola examples support the theory that the 
progression of societies along the governance continuum towards good governance 
and political accountability is not linear. Put simply, progress in transparency, 
participation and accountability happens simultaneously and that is, in effect, the 
national conversation taking place.  

10. Cross-cutting issues  

The project actively seeks to provide a platform for the most marginalised 
communities and excluded groups, and the scope of work has been improved 
significantly in Sierra Leone and Angola in Year 4 to achieve this objective. 

In Angola and Sierra Leone teams have created new and strong partnerships with 
women‟s organisations, FMJIG and WIMSAL (see section 5). Workshops will be held 
for WIMSAL on elections reporting in the lead up to the November 2012 elections. 
FMJIG is the driving force behind the radio drama Estrada da Vida and have made 
gender inequality the running theme against a backdrop of storylines on the lack of 
service delivery and corruption. The villain of the drama is „Beto‟, guilty of making his 
wife, Mariana, and his mistress, Carolina, pregnant, beating them both and deceiving 
the community that he is a Doctor rather than the nurse that he actually is. 

In Sierra Leone Fo Rod has also broadened the range of topics discussed to include 
issues pertinent to marginalised groups. In Year 4, 40% of national Fo Rod 
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programmes were focused on the rights of marginalised groups. Issues dealt with 
include the stigma of disability, rights of the disabled, disabled people‟s participation 
in governance, facilities for disabled children in schools, women‟s representation in 
local councils, women‟s right to own land, women‟s access to property, women‟s 
empowerment through politics and women‟s access to justice.  

In Tanzania local partner governance programmes have also covered the problems 
of the most marginalised. Programme topics have included the rights of people with 
disabilities and government policies around them; youth unemployment in rural 
areas; the effectiveness of government micro-finance schemes for women; 
availability of family planning methods for rural women; and child physical and sexual 
abuse in Zanzibar. 

Outreach activities are conducted in Sierra Leone by CBO partners that actively seek 
to promote the rights of marginalised groups. In Year 4 two of these CBO partners 
deal exclusively with women‟s issues: Women Forum in Bonthe and SEND 
Foundation in Kailahun, which runs the Kailahun Women in Governance Project. 

11. Progress towards sustainability 

Our approach to the area of building sustainable media capacity in this project is that 
we develop the sustainability of programmes alongside the radio stations 
themselves, and over a longer period of time this will impact the media sector as a 
whole. A set of best practices is being refined throughout this project, but is based on 
the following principles: 

 Training and mentoring is relevant and realistic within the trainees‟ 
workplaces, based on a thorough needs assessment and assured by the 
embedding of a mentor within the station; 

 Training involves all level of management to ensure change is embraced by 
the decision makers; 

 The training occurs alongside the production of programming that connects 
with audiences and creates a demand from them so that there is incentive to 
sustain it; 

 The capacity building is holistic, recognising the need for attitudinal shift 
towards audience centred programming, as well as technical skills building, 
and – crucially – business management and financial sustainability training. 

Sierra Leone 

As reported in Year 3, we recognise that financial sustainability remains an on-going 
challenge for radio stations, and one that leaves them exposed to political 
manipulation. The reality is that most community radio stations are living a hand-to-
mouth existence financially, and this impacts greatly on the quality of broadcast 
output. Management and business training of new partner stations in Year 4 by a 
BBC international trainer has gone some way to alleviating the stress caused by 
financial instability. This has included basic training in financial forward planning, 
donor application writing, developing advertising income, and re-structuring rotas to 
use existing resources more effectively. 
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BBC Media Action local mentors took part in the initial training and have since been 
working with station management to find innovative ways to raise funds. At some of 
the partner radio stations mentors have helped station managers think through their 
business proposals and approach the right donor for funding. In September 2011, 
one mentor helped Radio Voices of Women in Mattru Jong negotiate a partnership 
with mining company VIMTECO to supply the station with 100 gallons of diesel every 
month to support the running of a generator provided by BBC Media Action. At Radio 
Kolenten the local mentor has taken advantage of the strong community spirit in the 
region to launch successful fundraising initiatives, including a Valentine‟s Day special 
programme whereby listeners could record their messages of love and pay for them 
to be broadcast; and a 3-day fundraising fair to celebrate the sixth anniversary of 
Radio Kolenten, which raised over 5.6 million Leones (£800) – incredible for a rural 
community. 

Finally, the radio stations that have in the past undergone six months of mentoring 
by BBC Media Action are continuing to produce the governance programme that the 
mentors helped them to develop, and this will continue to be monitored. 

Angola 

In Angola, the 100 Duvidas brand may prove to be the greatest success story of this 
project in terms of programme sustainability. It has been firmly established as Radio 
Ecclesia‟s flagship programme. BBC Media Action is currently providing financial 
support to Radio Ecclesia to produce 100 Duvidas, but we expect that because of its 
popularity with audiences Radio Ecclesia will continue producing and broadcasting 
the programme beyond the end of this project. In Year 4 a monthly rotation system 
for reporting on 100 Duvidas was created so that all Radio Ecclesia staff could 
benefit from the training provided by BBC Media Action. There are now at least 15 
(out of a total of 22) Radio Ecclesia staff that have the technical and editorial 
capacity to produce high quality dynamic governance programing. It is important to 
note that Radio Ecclesia reporters work on multiple programmes across the 
schedule, so the skills gained from working on 100 Duvidas are being utilised across 
the Radio Ecclesia programming schedule. In Year 4 the project also continued the 
process of training the editors and managers to improve the overall management 
systems and practices at the station. Training provided by a BBC international trainer 
in early 2012 also introduced new ways for the Radio Ecclesia news room to use 
content produced by 100 Duvidas and vice versa, thus maximising resources 
available. 

The focus on capacity-building of FMJIG members and reporters should lead to 
lasting skills being developed by project-end. Although this partnership only started 
in February 2011, exceptional progress has been made by the FMJIG production 
team, who came into the partnership with little or no radio or drama production skills. 
Editor of the drama in particular has excelled, which has led to her involvement in 
direction and overseeing the drama as a whole and ultimately she will take the 
drama forward. Additionally, BBC Media Action is involved in strengthening the 
institutional capacity of FMJIG. At central level, FMJIG have been trained on basic 
accounting packages and a financial reporting system has been set-up. In addition, 
the project is supporting 3 provincial focal points for FMJIG to strengthen its linkages 
and presence in the provinces. The organisational support provided to FMJIG and its 
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provincial affiliates and members should ensure that FMJIG has strong and 
sustainable networks in place by project end. FMJIG has been supported to produce 
a creative and effective tool in which to further their objectives towards greater 
gender equality. 

Tanzania 

In Tanzania all media capacity building partnerships are relatively new; therefore it is 
too early to demonstrate changes in our current partners‟ capacity that we can 
definitively confirm will be sustainable. However, the team in Tanzania is using best 
practice approaches outlined above to ensure the programming and the stations 
endure beyond the life of the project. 

At the outset, BBC Media Action identified that its radio station partners had poor 
infrastructure in terms of studio and recording equipment. Skill levels vary, but even 
at the higher range there is a strong need to develop or reinforce basic skills in 
interviewing, writing, news selection. Those journalists with diplomas or certificates in 
journalism tend to have overdosed in theoretical approaches at an academic level, 
but have had little practical training. The project has put in place an intensive on-the-
job mentoring and regular training by international BBC trainers on technical skills, 
news production and package making to address this. 

As in Sierra Leone, partner stations in Tanzania are just about surviving 
economically and as a result have also started to receive management and board 
training. Recognising that this is a central component of media capacity building and 
is a long process, this training has happened relatively soon after technical and 
editorial training and mentoring, rather than some time after it. In Tanzania, BBC 
international trainers have helped partner stations restructure their staffing 
arrangements, by identifying news and programmes managers and administration 
and fundraising managers from within the pool of existing staff. Management and 
board training will be a greater focus in Year 5, once Haba na Haba is firmly 
established. 

In terms of programme sustainability, Haba na Haba is expected to increase its 
profile as more programmes are aired, and as such, it is hoped that copycat 
programmes will follow and the demand among audiences for programming that 
holds government to account will increase. 

It is also important not to forget that the trainings and capacity support that BBC 
Media Action provided to TBC during 2010 continues to impact on the broadcasting 
of TBC. Also, the extensive documentation and review of TBC‟s Election Coverage 
in 2010 will act as a reference point for TBC and other media houses in Tanzania to 
plan and implement their election coverage strategies for the next general election in 
2015. 

12. Innovation 

„A National Conversation‟ has introduced a number of innovative techniques and 
approaches which set the project apart from other media development initiatives. 

Mentoring and co-production 
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A mentoring and co-production model is continuing across all three countries and we 
believe this is a cornerstone of this project‟s success. The embedding of a mentor at 
the partner station has ensured that training has been entirely adaptive, relevant, 
needs-led and evolves alongside staff as their skills improve. This mentoring takes 
place around a co-production developed by the station staff with support from the 
mentor. This programme essentially acts as the training platform into which station 
staff can channel learning in a very practical way.  

In addition in Sierra Leone the national Fo Rod programme is being used as a 
training vehicle for the local governance programmes. Trainees listen to the national 
Fo Rod, discuss the format and what they learnt from it and then try to apply these 
learnings to their local programmes. This has contributed significantly to improving 
the quality of the local programmes. The most promising among these local 
journalists are supported with additional training, a digital recorder and a small fee to 
contribute to Fo Rod. 

The project in Tanzania has taken this a step further this year by training its six 
partner stations to create content for Haba na Haba. These stations send packages 
and interviews to the programme production team who then pick the highest quality 
content sent from these stations. Often, the production team will require changes or 
additional content from the partner stations to make the programme better, so the 
mentors will help the station reporters to get what is needed. Thus station reporters 
are exposed to and involved in making the higher quality content that is broadcast on 
BBC Swahili. 

In Angola, a rotational system was introduced to the 100 Duvidas production team, It 
was felt that the programme and brand had reached a sufficient level of consistency 
and quality, to allow for 1-2 new reporters to be substituted every two months so that 
skills and experience could be shared across the station. Although not without 
challenges, the system has helped ensure that a greater number of reporters acquire 
new reporting skills which are then used across the Radio Ecclesia schedule.  

Partner radio station „open days‟ 

This year the project in Tanzania piloted a successful series of „open days‟ at each of 
its six partner radio stations, whereby local government officials and NGOs were 
invited to participate in an honest dialogue with the station and develop new tools for 
engagement based on a professional relationship. The idea of an open day came 
about as a way to tackle the problem all partner stations have faced in gaining the 
cooperation of officials to be interviewed or to provide information for the 
programme. This lack of cooperation is thought to be due to a combination of 
mistrust, misunderstanding and lack of capacity on the part of officials. The open day 
has enabled radio station partners to reach out to opinion leaders and government 
officials in a non-threatening way, break down barriers of mistrust, and develop their 
media awareness, whilst at the same time avoiding formal training. The response so 
far has been encouraging, with most participants agreeing that the radio can be a 
valuable tool for communication within the community.  

The inability of officials to engage with an communicate effectively through the media 
was reported in Year 3, and this continues to be a challenge across all three 
countries, although Angola has enjoyed some notable success in getting officials to 
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participate in 100 Duvidas. In Sierra Leone too in-roads have been made through the 
mentors‟ proactive efforts to network and build relationships with officials on behalf of 
the partner stations. The station manager at the Voice of Women in Mattru Jong 
said: “At the beginning we used to have political interference in the programmes 
because when the local leaders were not happy with the programmes that we 
produced they would come and threaten us, but this is not happening anymore 
because we have managed to create a good relationship between the local radio 
and the leaders themselves.”  

Programme formats 

Innovation continues through the production of programme formats that are unique 
to audiences in the three project countries. Haba na Haba is a format that has never 
been seen before in Tanzania. BBC Media Action‟s Tanzania baseline survey (2009) 
showed that media coverage tends to be Dar es Salaam centric. Radio broadcasters 
in Tanzania have not taken adequate steps and invested the resources to reflect the 
views of and engage with more remote parts of the country. Furthermore, 
governance issues such as corruption are often reported from a national perspective 
and authority-based viewpoint, but the same BBC Media Action research established 
that „good governance‟ for most Tanzanian citizens is conceptualised in terms of 
local service delivery. To Tanzanians, good governance relates more to the issues 
that affect them in their everyday lives: such as water scarcity, unemployment, 
roads, electricity, education, and health. The programme is designed to address the 
unmet needs of ordinary Tanzanians by incorporating content from the six partner 
stations spread across the country and broadcasting it nationally on BBC Swahili. 

The new Estrada da Vida radio drama in Angola is also considered by the project to 
be an innovative tool as it is tackling sensitive issues in an entertaining manner, and 
in a non-threatening way is raising key problems and challenges faced by Angolans. 
By tackling everyday problems faced by the majority of Angolans within the 
framework of a fictitious drama, it is hoped that it will be easier to engage and 
include local authorities in a meaningful dialogue. Audiences have responded 
positively to the drama, and there are cases of listening fan clubs being formed 
independently of the project. 

The drama is set in a „musseke‟, a shantytown, in the capital Luanda but aims to 
broaden out themes nationally by including characters from other provinces. The first 
episode starts dramatically when a bridge collapses and injures a young local boy. 
The subsequent storylines surround attempts to get the bridge fixed and act as an 
on-going analogy about bridging the dialogue between the community and local 
government. Issues around lack of service delivery, ineffective administration and 
corruption are exposed and discussed by the characters. Feedback from other 
media stakeholders indicates that the drama stands out for its uncompromising 
reflection of reality and the daily struggles of Angolans, and also its use of various 
standards of Portuguese (i.e. a teacher‟s standard of Portuguese being very different 
to that of a young man on the street). The drama has been complimented by a 
number of „companion programmes‟ that have debated and discussed the issues 
raised in the drama, and allowed listeners to input into this debate. In fact, the input 
provided by listeners has fed into future storylines for the drama. For example, the 
drama writers were planning for Edna, daughter of Domingos, to leave her work in 
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series two (due to her boss sexually harassing her) and start up a small business of 
her own. However, following the companion programme whereby listeners were of 
the opinion that she should not be a silent victim, the writing team decided to change 
the storyline so that she would take a stand and speak out on what has happened to 
her. 

Audience research through CBOs 

As reported in Year 3, in Sierra Leone the project is using CBOs to conduct audience 
impact research. Training has been provided in Year 4 to six CBO partners on using 
radio to communicate effectively with rural non-literate audiences and solicit 
audience feedback in an unbiased way. In total 42 facilitators from these CBOs have 
been trained in audience panel facilitation. These six CBOs have in turn conducted 
450 audience panels with communities across the country. Each CBO organized five 
audience panels at five different locations on 15 episodes of the Fo Rod programme. 
By partnering with these CBOs, BBC Media Action is furthering its aim to build the 
capacity of local partners rather than relying on the services of non-Sierra Leonean 
research agencies. In addition to providing audience research data for this project, 
the work carried out by CBOs has helped the project to reach audiences in remote 
parts of the country. 

In Angola, the partnership with a local CBO (FOJASIDA) continues. FOJASIDA 
conducts regular audience panels with community members to gather listener 
feedback on both the 100 Duvidas programme and Estrada da Vida.   

Media dark outreach 

Work with CBOs has been extended to „media dark‟ activity in Sierra Leone in Year 
4. CBOs have travelled to „media dark‟ communities and have played episodes of Fo 
Rod to groups that do not have access to the media either because there is no 
broadcast media reaching the community or because of socio-economic factors, 
specifically illiterate women, people with disabilities and people struck by extreme 
poverty. 

The primary objective of this is not to extend the programme reach but to sensitise 
these most marginalised communities on basic governance issues, using local 
languages. One participant from Kailahun said: “You know the youth in some villages 
in Kailahun have no jobs, so when we listen to programmes like these, we get 
informed and have something to discuss.” 

Alongside playing episodes of Fo Rod, CBOs have used the topics of the 
programmes to develop their own theatre performances in local languages, which 
have been well received by media dark communities. In February and March 2012 
the CBOs put on 24 theatre performances in remote media dark areas. In all cases 
the dramas were followed by discussion groups with the audience. After a 
performance organised by the Disability Awareness Action Group, the chiefdom 
speaker at Tonkoba said: “From today we shall respect disabled people because of 
their wisdom and shall join the advocacy wagon to restore their rights and dignity”.  

13. Learning from GTF 

Key learnings which have emerged in Year 4 are: 
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 Our experience with TBC suggests that we need to focus more effort at 
systems level. This is not necessarily about lobbying for appropriate 
legislation, but ensuring wider understanding of what that legislation means 
and how an „independent‟ media should be allowed to function. Clearly the 
Tanzanian government were made nervous by either our involvement with 
TBC, or what the implications for them as a truly independent PSB would be. 
TBC distributed their Elections Guidelines to all political parties, however in 
hindsight, more energy could have been invested in ensuring the purpose of 
those guidelines was well understood. In Angola, the project team have 
actively helped the government to understand the purpose of 100 Duvidas 
rather than risking tension through misunderstanding. This approach, born of 
necessary caution, may be a contributing factor to the programme‟s success. 

 This need to engage more with government applies across all three countries, 
and the lack of engagement with the government has at times slowed 
progress in achieving the ultimate aim of holding them to account. We have 
experienced this in the past year in Sierra Leone in relation to programming 
on the newly enacted Disability Act (see section 9). In Tanzania partner 
stations are also struggling with lack of responsiveness from officials. The 
experiences in these countries indicate that there is a need to build the 
willingness and the capacity of officials to respond competently and 
confidently on governance issues. However, by the same token, it is equally 
important for the neutrality and impartiality of our media partners to be 
protected in their engagement with authorities. While the project has 
conducted training of government officials in Angola that was considered a 
success, it is not appropriate in many contexts and we need to be careful to 
ensure stronger engagement between media partners and government 
officials does not jeopardise the media‟s role as watchdog. The project in 
Tanzania is successfully tackling this sensitivity through its „open days‟, which 
are developing trust by demonstrating to officials that the radio station 
partners are striving for professionalism. 

 The experience in Tanzania with TBC has highlighted the necessity of taking 
a slow and steady approach when it comes to working with and transforming 
a national broadcaster, as it represents an enormous shift in culture and 
practice. A period of ten years would be a more realistic timeframe for 
meaningful and lasting change within a national broadcaster.  

 Leading on from the above, experiences in all three countries support the 
theory that the progression of societies along the governance continuum 
towards good governance and political accountability is not a linear 
one. Put simply, progress in transparency, participation and accountability 
happens simultaneously and that is, in effect, the „national conversation‟ 
taking place. Given the political, social and economic context in Angola and 
the fact that it is ranked very low on the Ibrahim Index (42 out of 53 in 2011), 
we have seen some surprisingly positive results in Angola with regard to 
participation and instances of accountability. Similarly, we have seen slower 
progress in Tanzania than expected for a country ranked relatively high on the 
Ibrahim Index (13 out of 53 in 2011). Cross-country comparisons against 
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governance indicators will be explored further during the remaining year and a 
half of the project. 
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Annex A1  Achievement Rating Scale 

Objective Statement Achievemen
t Rating for 
year being 
assessed 

Logframe Indicators Baseline for 
Indicators 

Progress against the 
Indicators 

Comments on 
changes over the last 
year, including 
unintended impacts 

Purpose      

To increase and 
improve the 
opportunities 
provided through the 
media to citizens to 
be informed about 
and check 
government 
decisions and voice 
their views and 
needs on 
governance issues in 
Angola, Sierra 
Leone, and Tanzania 

3 01: Percentage of 
population reached in 
each country through 
the project's 
programming. 

02: Percentage of 
regular listeners that 
think the project 
programming helps 
solve governance 
issues it raises. 

03: Percentage of 
regular listeners that 
think the project 
programming is 
playing a key role in 
holding government to 
account. 

04: Percentage of 
regular listeners that 
think project 

The 
indicators at 
Purpose 
level were 
revised in 
September 
2011 to 
measure 
reach and 
impact of 
project 
programmin
g, not the 
media as a 
whole, 
hence 
baseline 
indicators 
are all at 0. 

01: Total audience 
reached is 1,081,188. 
Equal to 315,147 in Angola 
(13%) & 764,023 in Sierra 
Leone (37%). Reach in 
Angola will always be 
limited due to partner 
having no broadcasting 
rights outside Luanda; 
reach in Sierra Leone is 
higher than expected this 
year; reach of partner 
station programmes in 
Tanzania is 261,554 (9%) 
– this is expected to 
increase significantly over 
the next year through 
Haba na Haba. 

02: 62% of regular 
listeners in Angola; 70% of 
regular listeners in Sierra 
Leone. New programming 

We are 
demonstrating strong 
progress in 
enhancing the 
capacity of the media 
with whom we are 
directly working. 
Project programming 
is increasingly 
participatory and 
informative; however 
the project 
programming‟s ability 
to „hold government 
to account‟ may be 
limited during the life 
of the project. 
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programming is a 
useful tool for citizens 
to air their concerns 
about how the country 
is run. 

had not started in 
Tanzania. 

03: 58% of regular 
listeners in Angola; 68% of 
regular listeners in Sierra 
Leone. New programming 
had not started in 
Tanzania. 

04: 88% of regular 
listeners in Angola; 96% of 
regular listeners in Sierra 
Leone. New programming 
had not started in 
Tanzania. 

Outputs      

Output 1: 

Increased technical 
and editorial capacity 
of project media 
partners to produce 
governance 
programming 

2 01.1: Number of 
capacity building 
partnerships during 
project period. 

01.2: Number of 
governance 
programmes produced 
and broadcast. 

01.3: Number of 
people trained in 
editorial or technical 
production skills for the 

The 
indicators at 
Output level 
were 
revised in 
September 
2011 to 
measure 
impact of 
project 
programmin
g, not the 
media as a 

01.1: Total of 32 capacity 
building partnerships 
secured. 

01.2: Over 271 
governance programmes 
produced & broadcast. 

01.3: Total of 685 people 
trained in editorial / 
technical skills. 

01.4: Content analysis 
shows technical quality 

The project has made 
more big strides in 
Year 4. We are 
delivering 
governance 
programming that is 
dynamic and unique. 
Training assessments 
and content analysis 
demonstrate not only 
improved capacity to 
produce this 
programming on the 
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project's programming. 

01.4: Technical 
production quality 
(sound quality, 
signposting, fade in/out 
etc) of project 
programming content. 

01.5: Editorial quality 
(objectivity, accuracy, 
balance, fairness) of 
project programming 
content. 

01.6: Project 
programming content 
facilitates dialogue 
between people and 
decision makers. 

whole, 
hence 
baseline 
indicators 
are all at 0. 

has improved in Angola 
and remains strong in 
Sierra Leone. 

01.5: Editorial quality of 
100 Duvidas in Angola is 
fairly strong and Fo Rod in 
Sierra Leone is very 
strong. 

01.6: Both countries have 
performed well against this 
indicator, though the 
biggest improvement since 
project start is in Angola.   

part of project 
partners, but 
improved 
programming across 
a range of criteria. 

Output 2: 

Improved provision of 
information on 
governance issues to 
audiences through 
project media 
partners 
[TRANSPARENCY] 

2 02.1: Number of 
government officials 
featured on the project 
programmes. 

02.2: Number and 
range of topics 
discussed in the 
project programmes. 

02.3: Partner 
perceptions of 

The 
indicators at 
Output level 
were 
revised in 
September 
2011 to 
measure 
impact of 
project 
programmin

02.1: 90% of all Fo Rod 
episodes and 62% of 100 
Duvidas episodes feature 
an official. 

02.2: There is evidence of 
a continued good mix of 
the most relevant issues in 
Angola and Sierra Leone. 

02.3: Partner perceptions 
are increasingly positive in 

There have been 
great improvements 
on Year 3, particularly 
in Sierra Leone, 
where greater efforts 
have been made to 
provide audiences 
with accurate and 
relevant information. 
However, transparent 
provision of 
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accuracy and 
transparency of 
government responses 
to the project's 
programming. 

02.4: Number of 
people who report 
increased knowledge 
of key governance 
issues as a result of 
listening to the 
project's programming. 

g, not the 
media as a 
whole, 
hence 
baseline 
indicators 
are all at 0. 

Angola but are more 
tempered in Sierra Leone.  

02.4: 59% of respondents 
in Angola; 84% in Sierra 
Leone.  

 

 

information from 
government officials 
will continue to be a 
challenge. 

Output 3: 

Improved dialogue 
between government 
and audiences 
through the project 
programming 
[ACCOUNTABILITY] 

 

3 03.1: Audience 
perceptions of the role 
of the project 
programming as a 
provider of knowledge 
and information 
necessary to address 
public needs. 

03.2: Partner 
perceptions of the 
ability of the project 
programming to 
investigate issues 
impartially / without 
external influences and 
self-censorship. 

The 
indicators at 
Output level 
were 
revised in 
September 
2011 to 
measure 
impact of 
project 
programmin
g, not the 
media as a 
whole, 
hence 
baseline 
indicators 

03.1: Audience feedback 
has been positive across 
all 3 countries. 

03.2: In Angola the 
perception has improved, 
while in Sierra Leone it 
remains positive. 

03.3: Audience feedback 
has been increasingly 
positive.  

Improvements have 
been made on Year 
2. We are seeing 
some more examples 
of government 
accountability at local 
level, however there 
is still a lot of work to 
be done to engage 
officials effectively in 
the project.  
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03.3: Audience 
perceptions of the 
project programming 
as a trustworthy 
source of information / 
watchdog on 
governance issues. 

are all at 0. 

Output 4: 

Increased 
opportunity for 
audiences to 
participate through 
discussion platforms 
and feedback 
mechanisms 
[PARTICIPATION] 

 

2 04.1: Number of 
questions from 
members of the public 
to officials on the 
project's programmes. 

04.2: Number of 
contributions to the 
programme by 
audience members 
(e.g. SMSs / calls / 
website hits). 

04.3: Role of project 
programming as a 
catalyst for discussion 
about governance 
issues with friends and 
family. 

The 
indicators at 
Output level 
were 
revised in 
September 
2011 to 
measure 
impact of 
project 
programmin
g, not the 
media as a 
whole, 
hence 
baseline 
indicators 
are all at 0. 

04.1: 100 Duvidas 
averages a couple; Fo Rod 
receives an average of 16 
questions.  

04.2: 100 Duvidas 
averages 32; Fo Rod 
averages 5 per episode. 
Audience contribution in 
Tanzania has so far been 
moderate.  

04.3: A large majority of 
listeners in both Angola 
and Sierra Leone talk 
about the programmes 
with family and friends. 

Progress has been 
made on this output 
since Year 3. While 
Fo Rod has 
outstanding 
participation within 
the programme itself, 
100 Duvidas enjoys 
an impressive 
amount of interest 
and contribution via 
SMS messages.   

Activities      

Research    The research programme 
has improved dramatically 

This project has been 
a big learning curve 
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since the project began. 
Midline quantitative 
research data is accurate 
and captures project 
impact effectively. 

for R&L, particularly 
in establishing 
suitable governance 
indicators for media 
interventions.  

Media Development    Media development 
remains the strongest 
aspect of the project. 
Financial sustainability of 
media platforms and 
partners continues to be a 
major focus towards 
project end.  

 

Outreach    Outreach is continuing to 
be developed in Sierra 
Leone. Tanzania is also 
fulfilling its outreach remit 
through broadcast 
partnerships with 14 new 
re-broadcast partners. 

 

 

 

Annex A2  Programme Logframe – this is attached as a separate excel spreadsheet. 

 

Annex A3 Annual Financial Report – this is attached as a separate excel spreadsheet. 
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Annex A3.6 Value for Money 

By utilising the BBC‟s global presence and broadcast partnerships with TV and radio 
stations worldwide, BBC Media Action has been able to achieve significant cost 
savings, particularly on airtime. This leaves more funds to spend on content creation 
and capacity building. In Tanzania the partnership with the BBC Swahili Service to 
produce and broadcast Haba na Haba involves production costs but no costs for 
airtime. Broadcast of Haba na Haba is expected to increase the audience reach of 
this project dramatically. The latest BBC Swahili audience figures put weekly reach 
at over 10 million. 

In Year 4 the GTF project has been used as leverage for obtaining additional funds 
for governance work in both Sierra Leone and Angola. In Sierra Leone, the team has 
secured funding through the EC's EIDHR programme to scale up the governance 
work to include human rights content. In Angola, the GTF project is co-funding the 
governance radio drama, Estrada da Vida, produced in partnership with FMJIG. 

In both of these countries BBC Media Action has been able to invest in longer-term 
relationship building with partner broadcast partners and design better capacity 
building plans as a result of additional EC funds. For example, through the EIDHR 
grant in Sierra Leone an additional mentor was hired which means that the project 
has been able to increase the number of community radio stations supported each 
year. In addition, through the grant, a „rights media‟ trainer was recruited to deliver 
training to partner stations that complimented the training of BBC Media Action 
mentors in journalism skills and technical production as part of the GTF project. 

Furthermore, the overhead and administration costs that initially had to be found 
solely from the GTF budget can now be shared across these other projects. An 
example of this is the purchase (using EIDHR funds) of a vehicle in Sierra Leone for 
project staff to travel to partner radio stations across the country. 

14% of the overall budget is allocated to UK-based staff and overheads costs and 
while this may seem like a large proportion, it reflects the level of support, 
coordination and expertise offered to the project by London. The roles carried out 
from London include: 

 All management of the grant, including financial and narrative reporting. 

 Design and delivery of all monitoring and evaluation activities, including 
developing the theory of change and managing the logframe and indicator 
sets; training of in country researchers. 

 Representing the project in the UK, including through policy fora.  

 Producing and coordinating annual learning workshops. 

 Recruitment and induction of senior country staff. 

 Recruitment and induction of international trainers. 

 Coordination and facilitation of all inter-country learning. 
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 Building and maintaining relationships with the BBC World Service. In the 
case of GTF in Year 4, this includes building a strong partnership with the 
BBC Swahili Service in London for the project in Tanzania. 

 Providing or securing relevant media expertise and guidance to country teams 
who tend to come from the development sector rather than the media. This 
comes either directly through the named GTF team in London or London-
based colleagues who are not named in or funded through the grant. These 
include the Africa Regional Director, the Advisory and Policy team, the 
Research & Learning team and the Training and Production team. 

 Support to business development efforts, including the additional funding 
secured in Angola and Sierra Leone. 
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Annex A4 Materials produced during the reporting period 

Item Date Title of material Description of 
material 

Web link (if 
applicable) 

1 February 
2012 

ALL COUNTRIES: 
Midline Report 

Description and 
analysis of midline 
survey fielded in all 
three countries in late 
2011. 

 

2 May 
2012 

ALL COUNTRIES: 
Annual Research 
Report 

 

Summary and analysis 
of research activities in 
all three countries 
between April 2011 
and March 2012. 

 

3 May 
2012 

ALL COUNTRIES: 
What is Governance? 
Comparing the 
Impact of 
Governance 
Programming on 
Audiences Across 
Three African 
Countries 

A presentation on the 
GTF funded „A 
National Conversation‟ 
project at the 2012 
International 
Communication 
Association 
Conference in 
Phoenix, Arizona. 

 

4 Jun – Jul 
2011 

TANZANIA: Rapid 
Assessment of Radio 
Stations in Tanzania 

An assessment of 103 
radio stations in the 
country highlighting 
reach and capacity 

 

5 Jan 2012 TANZANIA: In-Depth 
Interview Report 

Analysis of interviews 
with station managers 
and producers at local 
partner stations and 
BBC Media Action 
trainers.  

 

6 March 
2012 

TANZANIA: Haba na 
Haba pre-testing 
report 

 

Assessment of focus 
group findings around 
a pilot episode of Haba 
na Haba. Focus 
groups were asked for 
their thoughts on the 
content and quality of 
the programme. 

 

7 Mar 2012 TANZANIA: Local 
and national 
programme 

Track the topics 
discussed in each 
programme broadcast 
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databases as well as the number 
of government officials 
and number of 
messages sent in to 
the programme.  

8 March 
2012 

TANZANIA: Content 
analysis of local 
station programmes 

The content of 
programmes produced 
by local partner 
stations prior to project 
programming was 
assessed. 

 

9 24th – 
31st Mar 
2012 

TANZANIA: Haba na 
Haba  

x2 episodes broadcast 
on the shortage of 
clean and safe water 
and shortage of beds 

 

10 Mar 2012 TANZANIA: x19 
episodes of local 
governance 
programmes 

19 episodes of local 
radio programmes 
broadcast  

 

11 July 
2011 – 
Mar 2012 

TANZANIA: BBC 
journalism trainer 
reports 

x3 reports on progress 
written by trainer 

 

12 Aug 
2011 – 
Mar 2012 

TANZANIA: Mentors 
reports 

Weekly progress 
reports on six partner 
stations written by 
mentors 

 

13 February 
2012 

SIERRA LEONE: 
Audience Feedback 
Report 

Analysis of 150 focus 
groups conducted 
between October and 
December 2011across 
Sierra Leone. Analysis 
concentrated on 
perceptions of the Fo 
Rod programme. 

 

14 January–
February 
2012 

SIERRA LEONE: 
Case Studies 

Two case studies 
looking at the impact of 
programmes in Mattru 
Jong and Mile 91. 

 

15 April 
2011–
March 
2012 

SIERRA LEONE: 
National programme 
database 

Track the topics 
discussed in each 
programme broadcast 
as well as the number 
of government officials 
and number of 
messages sent in to 
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the programme. 

16 April – 
August 
2011 

SIERRA LEONE: 
Content Analysis 

A sample of national 
Fo Rod programmes 
were assessed for 
technical and editorial 
quality. 

 

17 Apr 2011 
to Mar 
2012 

SIERRA LEONE: Fo 
Rod 

44 episodes of radio 
programme broadcast 

 

18 May 
2011 & 
March 
2012 

SIERRA LEONE: 
BBC journalism 
trainer reports 

2x reports on progress 
written by trainer 

 

19 April 
2011-
March 
2012 

SIERRA LEONE: 
Weekly workplan 

26 progress reports 
from local mentors 

 

20 April 
2011- 
March 
2012 

ANGOLA: 100 
Duvidas Programme 
Database 

Track the topics 
discussed in each 
programme broadcast 
as well as the number 
of government officials 
and number of 
messages sent in to 
the programme. 

 

21 October 
2011 – 
January 
2012 

ANGOLA: Audience 
panels for 100 
Duvidas and Estrada 
da Vida presentations 

Assessment of 
audience thoughts on 
both magazine 
programme 100 
Duvidas and the 
drama Estrada da 
Vida. Fed back to the 
production teams.  

 

22 February 
2012 

ANGOLA: Case 
Study 

Case study looking at 
the impact of the 
programme on one 
individual.  

 

23 February 
2012 

ANGOLA: In-depth 
interview write-up 

In-depth interviews 
with Radio Ecclesia 
journalist and the 
Director General of 
Radio Ecclesia.  

 

24 March 
2012 

ANGOLA: Content 
analysis 

A selection of 
programmes from the 
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2011-2012 reporting 
year analysed for 
technical and editorial 
quality.  

25 April 
2011-
March 
2012 

ANGOLA: 100 
Duvidas 

54 episodes broadcast  

26 Septemb
er-March 
2012 

ANGOLA: Estrada da 
Vida 

52 episodes & 12 
companion 
programmes broadcast 

 

 

Annex A5.1  Web Update 

A National Conversation is a five year, BBC Media Action project in Angola, Sierra 
Leone and Tanzania. By producing informative and engaging content in co-
production with local broadcast partners, the project seeks to support dialogue 
between citizens and the state and provide a platform for discussion on governance 
and accountability. 

In Angola, radio magazine programme 100 Duvidas („100 Doubts‟) includes radio 
packages, interviews, phone-ins and SMS messages to address service delivery and 
accountability issues. It is the flagship programme for partner Radio Ecclesia, having 
gained a large, loyal listenership, as well as the trust of local government and service 
providers who regularly engage in the discussions. On average 40 to 70 SMS 
messages per programme are sent by listeners raising particular issues. Indeed, 
nearly 90% of regular listeners discuss an issue they have heard on 100 Duvidas 
with friends or family, evidence that the programme is successful in creating a public 
sphere where the issues raised generate wider debate in communities. This year 
BBC Media Action has also supported the production of governance-themed radio 
drama Estrada da Vida („Streets of Life‟).  

In Sierra Leone BBC Media Action continues to produce popular radio magazine 
programme Fo Rod. The national, weekly programme encourages interaction from 
listeners that sparks dialogue between citizen, state and civil society on governance 
issues. Local partner radio stations are then trained and supported to produce local 
versions of Fo Rod, as a platform for discussing accountability and service delivery 
issues. The programme has also introduced a slot presenting clear and concise 
factual information on an issue, before the studio guests begin their discussion – this 
has paid off well, as over 80% of regular listeners have reported increased 
knowledge of governance issues as a result of listening to Fo Rod. Moreover, 
listeners can directly question officials, an outcome of uniquely being able to secure 
relevant government officials for nearly every episode of Fo Rod. 

Haba na Haba is a new governance programme that has been developed and 
produced with the BBC Swahili Service in Tanzania. It aims to be a hard-hitting 
programme that brings regional governance issues relevant to ordinary Tanzanians 
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to a national level – something that has not been done in Tanzania on this scale 
before. Local partner radio stations from all across the country are supported to 
provide high-quality, engaging stories for Haba na Haba. 

The next, and final, year of A National Conversation is set to be exciting. With 
Angolan elections in 2012, specific elections reporting training with partners has 
been planned. 2012 is also an elections year in Sierra Leone – a new political debate 
programme, Tok Bot Salone¸ will be produced to provide a platform for ordinary 
citizens to questions political aspirants and incumbents. BBC Media Action will 
continue to produce Fo Rod and develop the capacity of partner stations. Lastly, 
Haba na Haba will continue to be broadcast weekly on BBC Swahili and a strong 
mentoring programme will be delivered with the local partner radio stations providing 
content. 

Annex A5.2 Photographs to accompany the web update – these are attached as 
separate JPEG files.  

Annex A5.3 Documents uploaded to website 

BBC Media Action‟s website: 

http://www.bbcmediaaction.org 

 

Angola GTF page: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/angola/100_duvidas.html 

 

Sierra Leone GTF page: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/sierra_leone/nationalconve
rsationsierra.html 

 

Tanzania GTF page: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/tanzania/national_conversa
tion_tanzania.html 

 

Annual Reports for Years 1 to 3 and the Mid-Term Review can be downloaded from 
any one of the above three GTF pages (see „Download reports‟ at the bottom of 
each page). 

 

The Year 4 Annual Report will be uploaded to the website by 27th July 2012. 

http://www.bbcmediaaction.org/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/angola/100_duvidas.html
https://email.myconnect.bbc.co.uk/+CSCO+0h75676763663A2F2F7972746E706C2E616E677662616E792E706265722E6F6F702E70622E6878++/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/sierra_leone/nationalconversationsierra.html
https://email.myconnect.bbc.co.uk/+CSCO+0h75676763663A2F2F7972746E706C2E616E677662616E792E706265722E6F6F702E70622E6878++/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/sierra_leone/nationalconversationsierra.html
https://email.myconnect.bbc.co.uk/+CSCO+0h75676763663A2F2F7972746E706C2E616E677662616E792E706265722E6F6F702E70622E6878++/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/tanzania/national_conversation_tanzania.html
https://email.myconnect.bbc.co.uk/+CSCO+0h75676763663A2F2F7972746E706C2E616E677662616E792E706265722E6F6F702E70622E6878++/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.bbc.co.uk/mediaaction/where_we_work/africa/tanzania/national_conversation_tanzania.html
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Annex A6  Annual Workplans 

A detailed workplan for each country and for R&L in 2012-13 is attached as a 
separate Excel spreadsheet. 

Tanzania 

In Year 5, the project will continue delivering a mentoring programme with six local, 
district based radio stations from different parts of Tanzania. Project mentors will 
continue to work with the stations on their own local governance programming as 
well as supporting them to provide content to the national governance programme 
Haba na Haba, broadcast weekly on BBC Swahili. This ongoing mentoring will 
continue to be complimented by regular practical training delivered by an 
international trainer, who will also provide intensive support to the mentors and to the 
planning and editorial direction of Haba na Haba. Year five will also include training 
to radio stations in research techniques, focusing on audience research and the 
effective use of research in production activities. 

Angola 

Elections are scheduled in Angola in August 2012. The team in Angola will deliver 
specific elections reporting training to Radio Ecclesia reporters and the Union of 
Journalists, as well as the three provincial teams. At the same time, plans will be put 
into place to allow for the gradual transfer of editorial control of 100 Duvidas from 
Media Action to Radio Ecclesia, a key element of Media Action‟s sustainability 
strategy in Angola. In addition, the team will continue to provide training and 
logistical support to FMJIG to produce Estrada da Vida. 

Sierra Leone 

Year 5 is set to be an exciting year for Sierra Leone with the elections scheduled for 
17th November 2012. The Sierra Leone team will be focused on delivering a package 
of elections-related training and production. Broadcast of a new series of political 
debate radio programmes, Tok Bot Salone, is expected to begin in August 2012, 
after piloting in July. This high profile, BBC Media Action branded programme will be 
produced to BBC editorial standards and will enable ordinary citizens to question and 
put their concerns to political aspirants and incumbents. In preparation for the 
elections, BBC Media Action will provide elections reporting training to IRN and to 
SLAJ in line with the guidelines on political reporting developed by the Independent 
Media Commission. Aside from the elections related work, the team in Sierra Leone 
will continue to develop the capacity of its partner stations, and will continue 
producing Fo Rod and using the programme as a training tool, The team will also 
continue to develop and refine its outreach work – namely, the audience panels and 
media dark activities conducted by CBO partners. 

Annex A7 Local Partners List – this is attached as a separate Excel 

spreadsheet. 

 

Annex A8 Contacts List – this is attached as a separate Excel spreadsheet. 
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Annex A9 Short Articles on Emerging Impact 

1. Local youths speak up and hold local NGO to account 

For a group of local youths in Mattru Jong, a local Fo Rod radio programme (We 
Yone Voice) broadcast at Radio Voice of Women helped them access food items 
promised by local NGO World Vision Sierra Leone but never delivered. A 
representative from the NGO, Sheku Turay, noted that: “After the programme on the 
radio, I can now feel a sigh of relief… I can say thank you for addressing the issue 
and putting it up for open discussion.”  

In Sierra Lone, BBC Media Action provides community radio stations with training 
and equipment to communicate more effectively with audiences and civil society, 
and improve their editorial management systems. Fo Rod is a national governance 
radio programme that is designed to create a common platform between citizens, 
leaders and civil society to address issues of national concern. The programme is 
produced in the common national language Krio and broadcast weekly on over 10 
community radio stations, including Radio Voice of Women in Mattru Jong. Crucially, 
Fo Rod offers well-moderated discussion and balanced analysis of the subject under 
scrutiny. By providing basic information on governance issues, Fo Rod provides the 
audience with tools to understand and act upon issues affecting them. The 
programme provides a platform for ordinary citizens to bring to light a problem and 
engage in constructive dialogue to resolve it. 

The youths of Mattru Jong used this platform for their problem – an NGO had not 
provided food items that they promised to the youths in return for their participation in 
a food for work campaign, that included cleaning public structures, road maintenance 
and working on community farms in exchange for food. BBC Media Action partner 
Radio Voice of Women broadcast a local episode of Fo Rod bringing together a 
youth leader, the NGO‟s local co-ordinator and the town chief. The programme 
moderated a heated debate between the three parties and, on air, the NGO 
coordinator agreed to provide the promised food. One month later, the local youths 
received the delivery of the goods. By seeking to resolve the matter through public 
engagement, the youths were able to provide their community with the food items 
after a six month drought and demonstrate the positive outcome that can be 
achieved through constructive public dialogue. 

The national programme Fo Rod has a strong record of engagement with the Sierra 
Leone government – over 90% of national Fo Rod programmes feature a 
government official. Moreover, Fo Rod programmes are reaching over 10% of the 
Sierra Leone population and thus providing wide access to information about 
accountability and governance issues. To date, 65 episodes of the programme have 
been produced addressing issues such as girls‟ education, access to information and 
basic health services. 

In supporting Fo Rod, BBC Media Action is providing a platform for ordinary Sierra 
Leoneans to have their voices heard and engage in discussion with government and 
service delivery providers. The programme works directly to promote the voices of 
marginalised groups and provide trusted information that listeners can make 
informed decisions upon. 
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2. Phonecall to radio programme resolves long-running land dispute  

After nearly a decade of struggle, Joao Domingos was able to resolve an ongoing 
land dispute and it began with one phone call to radio programme 100 Duvidas (100 
Doubts): “The situation returned to normal thanks to the intervention of 100 Duvidas.” 

BBC Media Action supports 100 Duvidas, a weekly magazine programme that leads 
discussions on service delivery and governance issues in Angola. 100 Duvidas 
provides platform for listeners to highlight their concerns and, crucially, expect a 
response from government. In demonstrating the value of substantive engagement 
with service delivery providers and political officials through examples of real 
problems from real people, the programme presents listeners with the tools to 
engage in discussion to resolve their own problems. 

Joao Domingos owns a piece of land in the Kapalanga neighbourhood of Viana, near 
the Angolan capital Luanda. When an illegal claimant asserted ownership of the land 
nearly ten years ago, Joao sought assistance from the local authorities, but they 
were unable to resolve the dispute. Joao called into 100 Duvidas seeking help. The 
programme was able to bring the two disputing claimants together to discuss the 
land ownership issue and brought in legal officials to examine the documents. 
Following this, Joao was declared as the rightful land-owner and the illegal claimant 
was evicted from the land: “The situation returned to normal thanks to the 
intervention of 100 Duvidas. The municipal administration did not find a solution 
despite having the documents.” By mediating a discussion, informed by local 
officials, the programme has enable Joao to assert his property rights after years of 
struggle. Moreover, Joao‟s phonecall to 100 Duvidas has resulted in greater 
understanding in the community of property rights and the means to resolve local 
governance issues. 

The programme has become Radio Ecclesia‟s flagship show and reaches a regular 
listenership of approximately 320,000 people in the capital, Luanda. Crucially, 100 
Duvidas is reaching some of the most marginalized and hard to reach urban poor, as 
testified by the calls, sms messages and hand-delivered notes to the team, reporting 
on service delivery problems, corruption and crime in the slums. It is the only 
programme of its kind in Angola that asks these questions. Such is the success of 
the programme, Radio Ecclesia is looking at developing a national edition, using the 
same approach and testimony, to capture the stories and voices from the Angolan 
provinces.  

Joao‟s story is but one of the many success stories from 100 Duvidas. The resolution 
of his land dispute is indicative of the power of radio, and media generally, to serve 
as a platform for public discussion and a means to raise concerns about local service 
providers. 100 Duvidas is one step along the pathway to an environment in which 
citizens are able to voice their concerns about government, engage in constructive 
debate and make informed decisions about issues that matter to them. 
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Annex A10  Research report detailing key findings for Year 4 from quantitative 
and qualitative impact research – attached as a separate Word document. 

Annex B1 Detailed budget for all project years – attached as a separate Excel 
spreadsheet 

Annex B2 Sensitive Information 

None. 

Annex C1 Any Outstanding Issues from previous report  

None. 


